Registration Process

Teachers/architects who wish to register for the training program either under Collaborative Training Program (CTP) or as independent individual may do so by filling up the attached Google form.

Registration fees (Independent individual registration):
- Rs. 10,000/- (Without accommodation)
- Rs. 15,000/- (With accommodation on sharing basis)

Only in case nominated teachers registered for this program under CTP, require provision of accommodation, the facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days can be availed of by payment of Rs. 5,000/- per head by online payment/bank challan.

Kindly mail back scanned images of the proof of payment together with application form duly authenticated by HOD/Principal on ttpcoatrc.pune@gmail.com and directorcoatrc@gmail.com

Link for Application Form:
https://goo.gl/forms/wAW12nJKpVKBDGHp1

Payment link for Online Payment/Bank Challan:
https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbicollect/icollecthome.htm?corpID=872531

Note: 1. Limited seats with accommodation.
2. Registration with/without accommodation shall be confirmed on receipt of payment towards the accommodation/registration.

Kindly send the hard copy of registration form and receipt of online payment/bank challan (as applicable) on the following address for the confirmation of participation.

Prof. Jayashree Deshpande, Director,
Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre (COA-TRC),
Academic Wing of Council of Architecture
2nd Floor, A-4 (B), Abhimanshree, Off Pashan Road, Pune – 411008, Maharashtra Ph. No.: 0-9764 000 352

Preamble

Architecture, today, is one of the most sought after disciplines for graduate studies in India. New schools are coming up and the older ones are upgrading their resources in all respects. The need for knowledgeable and trained faculty in building up of any academic institute cannot be stressed enough. Unlike other graduate courses where faculty has to take qualifying exams to be eligible for a teaching job, schools of architecture mainly source faculty from the pool of practicing professionals who may, or may not, have teaching aptitude. Many times, “What the Teacher is, is more important than what he teaches” (Karl A. Menninger) more so in design, where teaching methodologies are based on one on one interaction in a studio. Though imparting knowledge still remains the core aspect, motivating students to become seekers of knowledge and helping them achieve their true potential assumes greater significance in creative disciplines.

This training program aims at helping schools of architecture build up their most valuable resource, that is the faculty, in areas beyond their core design knowledge and training. It aims at developing an enthusiastic, co-operative and positive attitude amongst faculty, by giving inputs to enhance their teaching competencies. The program is designed to help faculty realize their potential, capabilities and limitations and motivate them to upgrade.

Topics expected to be covered during the program

- Effective communication
- Thinking skills
- The positive outlook
- Team work
- Collective leadership goals
- Motivating students
- Teacher as a counsellor
- Tools for effective teaching
- Teaching for learning
- Understanding students
- Understanding self
- Time Management
- Stress Management
- Fun can do wonders

Resource Persons

- Prof. Jayashree Deshpande
- Smt. Vibha Deshpande
- Prof. K. C. Tanuja